January 2022

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

SUNDAY

MONDAY

2

3

Name 5 Animals

Categories

TUESDAY

4

Name 5 Toys

WEDNESDAY

5

THURSDAY

6

Name 5 Things
That Are Red

Name 5 Months

FRIDAY

7

Name 5 Flavors
of Ice Cream

SATURDAY

8

Check out this product:

Word Joggers
for Categories

Categories help
children develop
vocabulary.

Item #GB346

9

10

Finish the Sentence

Grammar
Grammar includes
the parts of speech
like pronouns,
adjectives, and verbs.

16

MLK Day

11

Finish the Sentence

The pigs are
playing in
the mud.
The pigs look
_______.

A person
who paints
is a
_______.

17

18

Finish the Sentence

13

Finish the Sentence

14

Check out this product:

Finish the Sentence

One cookie is tasty. Three Here is one mouse. Here
cookies _______ tasty.
are three _______.

Handy Handout
#626:
What is
Grammar?

Today I dance.
Tomorrow I _______.

19
Talk about a time when
you helped someone.

20
Talk about a time that
you felt embarrassed.

21

22

Talk about what makes
someone a good friend.

Check out this product:

Social skills are also
called pragmatics.

24

25

26

27

28

Repeat the Phrases Repeat the Sentence Repeat the Phrases Repeat the Sentence Repeat the Phrases

30

Articulation – R
There are two ways
to make an R-sound:
retroflexed and
bunched.
©2022 Super Duper® Publications
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my best friend
a special treat

Ethan told Anna
his big secret.

the handsome prince
the brave mouse

Kinsley plays the
some seedless grapes
trumpet in the band.
a box of crayons

29
Check out this product:

Webber® Wordy
Wheels® S/L/R
Blends Add-On
Item #GB578

cupcake

31

Chinese New Year

FEB 1

Groundhog Day

2

3

4

the Riddle
Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer
It falls down from the
I can be a coupe,
I can be a sedan,
a sporty convertible,
or a mini van.

I’m little, and I twinkle.
I am a vegetable that You find me in a hallway
Above the world so high; rabbits like to eat; I’m
or by the kitchen door;
I sparkle like a diamond good for your eyes and what I really do is cover
way up in the sky.
a very healthy treat.
up the floor!

sky, but doesn’t hurt
your head. It splatters
all around and gets
you wet instead.

5
Check out this product:

Say and Do®
Artic Bingo
Item #BGO42

Answer Key: January 10) muddy, 11) painter, 12) are, 13) mice, 14) will dance, 31) car // February 1) star, 2) carrot, 3) rug, 4) rain

R blends include
BR, DR, FR, GR, KR,
PR, and TR.

Making Good
Social Choices
Skill Strips®
Item #STRP89

23
Articulation
R Blends

15

HandyHandouts.com

Talk about ways you
Talk about reasons you
could earn extra money. are proud of yourself.

Social Skills

12

February 2022

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

SUNDAY

JAN 30

MONDAY

31

1

WEDNESDAY
Groundhog Day

2

THURSDAY

3

FRIDAY

4

the Riddle
Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer
It falls down from the

Articulation – R
There are two ways
to make an R-sound:
retroflexed and
bunched.

I can be a coupe,
I can be a sedan,
a sporty convertible,
or a mini van.

6

I’m little, and I twinkle.
I am a vegetable that You find me in a hallway
Above the world so high; rabbits like to eat; I’m
or by the kitchen door;
I sparkle like a diamond good for your eyes and what I really do is cover
way up in the sky.
a very healthy treat.
up the floor!

7

Verbal directions are a
part of everyday life.

13

WH Questions
There are 5 types of
WH-questions:
who, what, where,
when, and why

20

Auditory Memory
Auditory memory
is the ability to
listen, retain, and
recall information.

27

Valentine’s Day

8
First touch
your
shoulders.
Then, do
a jumping
jack.

Clap your hands.

Following
Directions

Super Bowl Sunday

TUESDAY
Chinese New Year

14

Answer the Question

9
Wave your hands over
your head and then put
them under your chin.

15

Answer the Question

16

Answer the Question

Who flies an airplane?

sky, but doesn’t hurt
your head. It splatters
all around and gets
you wet instead.

10
Before you
clap your
hands, turn
around in
a circle.

If you are a boy, touch
your nose. If you are a
girl, touch your elbow.

Say and Do®
Artic Bingo
Item #BGO42

12
Check out this product:

Ring Bling®
Game
Item #RB65

18

Answer the Question

When does the sun rise? Why do you wear a coat?
What does a
monkey eat?

5

Check out this product:

11

17

Answer the Question

SATURDAY

Where does
a dog
bury a bone?

19
Check out this product:

Ask & Answer
"WH" Bingo
Item #BGO120
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Presidents’ Day

21

22

23

24

25

26
Check out this product:

Repeat This Sentence
Potato chips are
salty and crunchy.

Repeat These Words Repeat These Numbers
duck, football, shoe, hat

28

MAR 1

5-1-4-9
2

Finish the Sentence

Finish the Sentence

We made brownies
by following a simple
________.

Please pass the salt
and ________.

3

HearBuilder
Online
www.hearbuilder.com

4

5
Check out this product:

Inferencing

©2022 Super Duper® Publications
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Fiona was livid when her
brother read her diary.

Someone stole
Henry’s bike.

What does livid mean?

How does Henry feel?

Grant was dirty
after working
in the yard.
What should he do next?

Leaves of gold,
yellow, and brown
fall to the ground.

Webber®
Inferencing
Bingo
Item #BGO189

What season is it?

Answer Key: January 31) car // February 1) star, 2) carrot, 3) rug, 4) rain, 14) pilot, 15) bananas, 16) in the ground, 17) in the morning, 18) to be warm, 24) pepper, 25) recipe,
28) angry // March 1) sad, 2) an umpire, 3) shower, 4) fall

Inferencing means
drawing conclusions.

Who says,
“Strike 3...
you’re out!”

March 2022

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

SUNDAY

FEB 27

MONDAY

28

TUESDAY

1

Mardi Gras

WEDNESDAY

2

Ash Wednesday

THURSDAY

3

FRIDAY

4

SATURDAY

5

Check out this product:

Inferencing
Inferencing means
drawing conclusions.

Fiona was livid when her
brother read her diary.

Someone stole
Henry’s bike.

What does livid mean?

How does Henry feel?

6
Articulation – L

Who says,
“Strike 3...
you’re out!”

7

Grant was dirty
after working
in the yard.
What should he do next?

8

9

Leaves of gold,
yellow, and brown
fall to the ground.

10

11

Use it for your cereal
My trunk is in the front; I come in many colors; I’m hard but very pretty,
When you climb my
or to hold your noodle
I use it in a way,
I’m small and fun to
found out in the sea; steps, I’ll make you tall –
To make the L-sound,
chew. I am a type of
oysters, clams, and crabs
Just be careful
put your tongue behind soup; I’m not a plate or to pack it full of peanuts
like to live in me.
not to fall!
your top front teeth. saucer, but you’ll find me and feed myself all day. bean, red, yellow, pink,
in this group.
and blue!

Storytelling
Narratives are based on
story grammar.
Spring Begins

14
Write or
tell a story
about
what you
did this
weekend.

20

15
Write or
tell a story
about your
favorite
relative.

Write or tell a story
about a place you
would like to go.

St. Patrick’s Day

17

Write or tell a story
about a dream you
had one night.

18

21

Item #BGO53
DIGITAL LIBRARY

19
Predict a Story
Fun Deck®
Item #WFC94

22

23
Tell two meanings for
the word play.

24
Tell what a car looks like.

25
Tell a rhyming
word for ice.

26
Check out this product:

Webber®
Wordy WheelsTM
Vocabulary

28

Which One
Doesn’t Belong?
cat, dog, whale, hamster

Why?

29

Which One
Doesn’t Belong?
strawberry, orange,
banana, cup

Why?

30

Which One
Doesn’t Belong?
flower, shirt, hat, pants

Why?

31

APR 1

Which One
Doesn’t Belong?

Which One
Doesn’t Belong?

car, hot-air balloon,
motorcycle, fire truck

ice cream, soup,
lemonade, popsicle

Why?

Why?

2
Check out this product:

Which One
Doesn't Belong?
Item #FD163

Answer Key: February 28) angry // March 1) sad, 2) an umpire, 3) shower, 4) fall, 7) bowl, 8) elephant, 9) jellybean, 10) shell, 11) ladder, 21) sleepy, 22) right, 23) play games or acting in a play,
24) four tires, doors, windows, 25) rice, 28) whale – not a land animal, 29) cup – not a food, 30) flower – not clothing, 31) hot-air balloon – doesn’t have tires // April 1) soup – not cold

©2022 Super Duper® Publications
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Say and Do®
L Artic Bingo

Item #GB538

27

Exclusion is
related to knowledge
of categories.

Check out this product:

Check out this product:

Write or
tell a story
about a
hobby you
enjoy.

Vocabulary is
essential for reading
development.

Exclusion

12

DIGITAL LIBRARY

Tell a synonym for tired. Tell the opposite for left.

Vocabulary

16

Item #BGO189

What season is it?

Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle

Daylight Savings Begins 13

Webber®
Inferencing
Bingo

April 2022

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

SUNDAY

MONDAY

Exclusion

Which One
Doesn’t Belong?

MAR 27

Exclusion is
related to knowledge
of categories.

28

29

Which One
Doesn’t Belong?

cat, dog, whale, hamster

Why?

strawberry, orange,
banana, cup

4

Why?
5

Easter Sunday

31

FRIDAY

1

Which One
Doesn’t Belong?

Which One
Doesn’t Belong?

car, hot-air balloon,
motorcycle, fire truck

ice cream, soup,
lemonade, popsicle

Why?

Why?

6

11

Airplane

I am white and cold,
fluffy little flakes, I fall
from the sky not
a sound I make.

12

7

Egg Rock

I’m called the magic
number; some people
think I’m great. I’m one
more than six, but not
as much as eight.

13

Bear Walk

Lay on your tummy and Lie on your back, hold Walk on your hands and
raise your arms and legs.
your knees, and rock
feet like a bear.
Count aloud and see back and forth ten times.
how long you can fly.

Motor skills are
important for
handwriting and
daily activities.

THURSDAY

14

Air Circles

Draw large circles with
each of your arms in
front of you.

SATURDAY

2

Check out this product:

Which One
Doesn't Belong?
Item #FD163

8

Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle

10

Motor Skills

30

flower, shirt, hat, pants

I like to ride the waves Cowboys use me to pull
There are two letters in
on a board that is slick in a steer, they toss me in
the alphabet that can
and fast; As I balance on loops as they get near.
make the S-sound:
the top, who knows
"S" and "C."
how long I’ll last!
Palm Sunday

WEDNESDAY

Which One
Doesn’t Belong?

Why?

3
Articulation – S

TUESDAY

I’m an animal that lives
deep within the seas;
I have suckers on my
arms; Eight of them
that squeeze.

Good Friday

15

Spoon Carry

9
Check out this product:

Artic Photos
"S" Fun Deck®
Item #AP31
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Passover Begins

16

Check out this product:

Put a ball of paper in
a spoon. Walk as far as
you can without
dropping the paper.

Handy Handout
#633:
The Importance of
Handwriting
in Today's
Digital World
HandyHandouts.com

17

Tax Day

18

Who helps people
when they are sick?

Who/What

19
Who flies an airplane?

20
Who makes you laugh
at the circus?

21
Who grows the
food we eat?

Earth Day

22

Who builds things
with wood and nails?

You answer who
questions with a person.
You answer what
questions with a thing.

Figurative
Language
Figurative language
includes idioms,
metaphors, and similes.
©2022 Super Duper® Publications
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23

Check out this product:

"WH" Chipper
Chat®
Item #CC55

25
“She ran like the wind.”
really means...

26
“The students were
as busy as bees.”
really means...

27

28

“Mark is a night owl.”
“Erica is as fit as a
really means...
fiddle.” really means...

Arbor Day

29

“Brandon stood like a
statue on the stage.”
really means...

30
Check out this product:

Granny's
Candies® Set 2
Item #GB155

Answer Key: March 28) whale – not a land animal, 29) cup – not a food, 30) flower – not clothing, 31) hot-air balloon – doesn’t have tires // April 1) soup – not cold, 4) surfer, 5) lasso, 6) snow,
7) seven, 8) octopus, 18) doctor, 19) pilot, 20) down, 21) farmer, 22) carpenter, 25) she ran fast, 26) they were very busy, 27) he likes to stay up late, 28) Erica is very healthy, 29) Brandon stood very still

24

Passover Ends

May 2022

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

SUNDAY

1

MONDAY

2

3

WEDNESDAY

4

THURSDAY
Cinco de Mayo

5

FRIDAY

6

Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle

Articulation – R

I look like a mouse they I come in handy in the I wear a big black cape I’m hot and I can spread I can be a color or somesay, but I’m larger in
fall when leaves fall all and can turn into a bat.
much quicker than
thing good to eat. I’m
size. If you see me you
around; You may use
My teeth are sharp like the eye. That’s why it’s
a juicy fruit that’s very
may shout, “I don’t
me quite a bit to scrape
fangs, you’ll notice
always best to keep
plump and sweet.
believe my eyes!”
them off the ground.
if we chat.
extinguishers nearby.

There are two ways
to make an R-sound:
retroflexed and
bunched.

8

Mother’s Day

TUESDAY

9
Name 3 things that fly.

Categories

10
Name 3 things you wear
when it is cold.

11
Name 3 kinds of candy.

12
Name 3 kinds of juice.

SATURDAY

7

Check out this product:

Articulation
Skill StripsTM
R and R Blends
Item #STRP34

13

14
Check out this product:

Name 3 community
helpers.

Categories
Quick Take
Along®

Categories help
children develop
vocabulary.

Item #TA140
DIGITAL LIBRARY

15

16

17

18

19

20

Armed Forces Day

21

Check out this product:

Cause & Effect
A cause happens
before an effect.

Finish the Sentence Finish the Sentence
It rained all day. The
ground is ________.

22

If you spill your drink,
then...

23

24

Finish the Sentence

Finish the Sentence

Finish the Sentence

Jared forgot to feed his If you want to go to the The sun went down. The
cat. The cat is ________.
movies, then...
sky was ________.

25

26

27

If...Then...
Fun Deck®
Item #FD41
DIGITAL LIBRARY

28

Check out this product:

When

29
Grammar
Grammar includes the
parts of speech like
pronouns, adjectives,
and verbs.
©2022 Super Duper® Publications
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When do you use an
umbrella?
Memorial Day

When do you use a
flashlight?

30

31

When do you see
a rainbow?

JUN 1

When do you put air in
a tire?

2

Item #GB923

3

4
Check out this product:

Finish the Sentence
Today the dog swims.
Yesterday the dog
________.

Fill in the Blank

Finish the Sentence

Finish the Sentence

The girl buys new shoes. This is Nick’s money. The
This ballerina likes
These are the shoes
money belongs
to dance. Right now she
she _______.
to _______.
is _______.

Finish the Sentence
Today, Mom bakes.
Yesterday, she
_______.

100 Grammar
Tickle Stories
(digital book)
Item #BK309
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Answer Key: May 2) rat, 3) rake, 4) vampire, 5) fire, 6) orange, 16) wet, 18) hungry, 20) dark, 23) when it is raining, 24) when it is dark, 25) when you are sick, 26) after the rain,
27) when it is flat, 30) swam, 31) bought // June 1) him, 2) dancing, 3) baked

You answer "when"
questions with a time.

"WH" Question
Blast-Off

When do you
go to
the doctor?

June 2022

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

SUNDAY

MAY 29

MONDAY

TUESDAY

31

WEDNESDAY

1

THURSDAY

2

FRIDAY

3

SATURDAY

4

Check out this product:

Grammar
Grammar includes the
parts of speech like
pronouns, adjectives,
and verbs.

Finish the Sentence
Today the dog swims.
Yesterday the dog
________.

5

Pentecost

Articulation – L
To make the L-sound,
put your tongue tip
up behind your top
front teeth.

Social Skills
Social skills include
politeness, problem
solving, expressing
feelings, giving
information, and more!

You answer "where"
questions with a
location.

26
Vocabulary
Vocabulary is
essential for reading
development.

Finish the Sentence

Finish the Sentence

The girl buys new shoes. This is Nick’s money. The
This ballerina likes
These are the shoes
money belongs
to dance. Right now she
she _______.
to _______.
is _______.

7

8

Finish the Sentence
Today, Mom bakes.
Yesterday, she
_______.

9

I’m soft and fat and
fluffy, I’m found upon
your bed; If you need
to reach me, just look
beneath your head.

13
You spill
your drink
at dinner.
What do
you say?

20

They can walk, run,
I have big horns that
jump, or skate; You have come out of my head; I
only two, but a spider
look just like a cow, but
has eight.
I’m a male instead.

14

Flag Day

You miss
your bus
home.
What will
you do?

If you saw a snake
under your bed, how
would you feel?

DIGITAL LIBRARY

16

11
Check out this product:

Tiny Talk®
Articulation Cards
"L Deck"
Item #TT200
DIGITAL LIBRARY

17
You dial
the wrong
number.
What do
you say?

Check out this product:

What Do You Say...
What Do You Do...®
At School? Game
Item #GB241

Answer the Question Answer the Question Answer the Question Answer the Question Answer the Question

Check out this product:

Where does a bird lay
eggs?

23

18

25

Where do you go to
school?

22

A clap of thunder will
Some hold me in their
follow soon, after this left hand but I’m usually
flash brightens up your
on the right; I’m used
room.
for drawing or sketching
but mostly just to write.

Your friend fell off her
bike. What do you ask?

Item #BK309

24

Summer Begins

21

15

100 Grammar
Tickle Stories
(digital book)

10

Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle

19

Where

Fill in the Blank

6

12

Father’s Day
Juneteenth Day

30

Where does the President Where do you store food?
of the United States live?

Where is Paris?

"WH" Questions
Quick Take
Along®
Item #TA910

Roosevelt Elementary

27
Tell two meanings for
the word “bark.”

28
What is a “mitten/
glove?”

29

30

JUL 1

Tell a synonym for “coat.” Tell the meanings for the Tell an opposite for “hot.”
word “bank.”

DIGITAL LIBRARY

2

Check out this product:

Say & Do®
Vocabulary
Bingo
Item #BGO22
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Answer Key: May 30) swam, 31) bought // June 1) him, 2) dancing, 3) baked, 6) pillow, 7) legs, 8) bull, 9) lightning, 10) pencil, 21) in a nest, 22) the White House, 23) in a refrigerator, pantry, or cupboard,
24) France, 27) the sound a dog makes or the outside part of a tree, 28) something you wear on your hand to keep it warm, 29) jacket, 30) a river bank or a place where money is kept // July 1) cold

©2022 Super Duper® Publications
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July 2022

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

SUNDAY

MONDAY

Vocabulary

Tell two meanings for
the word “bark.”

JUN 26

27

TUESDAY

28

What is a “mitten/
glove?”

WEDNESDAY

29

THURSDAY

30

FRIDAY

1

Tell a synonym for “coat.” Tell the meanings for the Tell an opposite for “hot.”
word “bank.”

Vocabulary is
essential for reading
development.

SATURDAY

2

Check out this product:

Say & Do®
Vocabulary
Bingo
Item #BGO22

3
Articulation – TH

Independence Day

4

5

6

11
Tell me
about a
game you
play!

Describing
Describing is an
important skill
for vocabulary
development.

17

8

Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Repeat the Sentence Repeat the Sentence

If you have good
I am a long thin type of When you are very dirty
manners, this is what brush, not used on your
and sitting in a tub, I
To make the TH-sound,
you say, when someone
hair, I am made for
am what you’re taking,
put your tongue
gives you something, or scrubbing teeth, to give while you scrub, scrub,
between your teeth.
helps you out each day.
them proper care.
scrub.

10

7

18

12
Tell me how
you wash
your hands!

19

13
Tell me 3 things about
an apple!

Ruth lost a tooth on
Thursday.

14
Tell me about your
favorite food!

Beth and Seth like
going to Speech
Therapy.

15
Tell me 3
things about
a dog!

Why do you go to school? Why do you wear shoes?

You answer 'why'
questions with a reason.

24

20
Why does a bird have
wings?

31
©2022 Super Duper® Publications
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Webber®
Wordy WheelsTM
Add-On Set –
SH, CH, and TH
Item #GB453

16
Check out this product:

Descripto DinosTM
Vocabulary
Game Boards

21

22

Why do you put gas in
a car?

Why do you use an
umbrella?

23
Check out this product:

WH Questions
Skill Strips

25

26

27

28
Imagine you are a rock
star! Talk about what
you do.

29
What happened when the
skunk walked into the
lunchroom?

30
Check out this product:

Photo Story
Starters Quick
Take Along®
Item #TA300
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Answer Key: June 27) the sound a dog makes or the outside part of a tree, 28) something you wear on your hand to keep it warm, 29) jacket, 30) a river bank or a place where money is kept // July 1) cold,
4) thank you, 5) a toothbrush, 6) a bath, 13) it’s red; it has a stem; it has a core, 15) it barks; it has four legs; it has a tail, 18) to learn, 19) to protect your feet, 20) so it can fly, 21) to make it go, 22) to stay dry

Narratives are based
on story grammar.

Check out this product:

Item #STRP92

What would you do if you
You’ve been elected
If you could be any animal,
had a million dollars? President. What do you do? what would you be? Why?

Storytelling

9

Item #DD12

Answer the Question Answer the Question Answer the Question Answer the Question Answer the Question
Why

DIGITAL LIBRARY

ch
Spee

Art M
ath
nce

Scie

August 2022

Histo

ry

P.E.

s
e Art
g
a
u
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ic

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

SUNDAY

JUL 31

MONDAY

1

TUESDAY

2

WEDNESDAY

3

THURSDAY

4

FRIDAY

5

Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle Answer the Riddle

Articulation – K
There are two letters in
the alphabet that can
make the K sound:
"K" and "C."

You unlock
a door with me,
Or start your car,
I am a _____.

I will go up
to the moon,
10 - 9 - 8,
I blast off soon!

7

8

Predicting

Inferencing
Inferencing means
drawing conclusions.

14
Sequencing
Sequencing skills
help develop
comprehension skills.

21

What Happened

15
Tell how to make a
peanut butter and
jelly sandwich.

Grammar
Grammar is important
for speaking
and writing.

10

Part to Whole

16

29

Finish the Sentence
He, she, it,
and they are
all _____.

I’m on your pants,
and your shirt too,
Put things in me,
to hold for you.

11

Associations

Tonight, Brandon and
his mom were reading
The Magic Wagon.
It is his
favorite
______.

17

Tell the steps to make Tell how to check out a
a flower grow.
book from the library.

Tell how to make
your bed.

Check out this product:

Webber®
Articulation Foam
Magnets
Item #MAG234

12

Settings

13
Check out this product:

Several students always
eat lunch together
and sit at the
same table
in the ______.

18

6

19
Tell how to play your
favorite game.

Photo
Understanding
Inferences
and More!

Item #FD237

20
Check out this product:

HearBuilder
Software
www.hearbuilder.com

22

Verbal directions are a
part of everyday life.

28

9

A king and queen,
live in me,
A great big house,
for all to see.

Julie put on her helmet. Stacy and Brianna were at When it rains, water falls
Mom adjusted the straps. the park. They wore their on the floor inside the
Now, Julie will ______. sunglasses because ______. house because there is a
hole in the ______.

Touch your nose
and clap your
hands three times.

Following
Directions

“Quack, Quack,”
is what I say,
In the water,
every day.

SATURDAY

23

24
Cover your ears
with your hands,
count to five, and then
say your last name.

Stand up
and turn
around
three times.

25
Say your ABCs,
count to ten, and
then say, “Good Job!”

26

27

Stand up, clap your
hands, touch your toes,
and then pretend
to drive a car.

Check out this product:

12345
30

Item #HBBK55

31

Choose the Answer

Finish the Sentence

Grandpa buyed/bought
us new toys.

The dog barks.
The bear _____.

Webber®
HearBuilder®
Following Directions
Fun Sheets

SEP 1

Choose the Answer
Sam has a
new bike. The
bike belongs
to his/him.

2

Finish the Sentence
Today, I swim.
Yesterday, I _____.

3
Check out this product:

The Grammar
Processing
Program
Item #TPX27704
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Answer Key: August 1) key, 2) rocket, 3) duck, 4) castle, 5) pocket, 8) ride her bike, 9) it was bright outside, 10) roof, 11) book, 12) cafeteria, 29) pronouns, 30) bought, 31) growls //
September 1) him, 2) swam

©2022 Super Duper® Publications
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September 2022

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

SUNDAY

AUG 28

MONDAY

29

Finish the Sentence

Grammar

He, she, it,
and they are
all _____.

Grammar is important
for speaking
and writing.

4
Articulation – G
The G-sound is
made in the back
of the mouth.

TUESDAY

30

31

Choose the Answer

Finish the Sentence

Grandpa buyed/bought
us new toys.

The dog barks.
The bear _____.

5

Labor Day

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

1

Choose the Answer

2

Finish the Sentence
Today, I swim.
Yesterday, I _____.

Sam has a
new bike. The
bike belongs
to his/him.

6

FRIDAY

A farm animal that
oinks is a _____.

7
A turkey says _____.

3

Check out this product:

The Grammar
Processing
Program
Item #TPX27704

8

9

Finish the Sentence Finish the Sentence Finish the Sentence Finish the Sentence Finish the Sentence
You park a car
in a _____.

SATURDAY

At the store, you put
food in a grocery _____.

A toy you
can pull
is a _____.

DIGITAL LIBRARY

10

Check out this product:

Anytime
Artic – 3
Item #ATA92
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Patriot Day

11

Basic Concepts
Basic concepts are
important for early
academic success.

18

12

Finish the Sentence Find Something...
A camel is
big, but an
elephant is
even _____.

Speak slowly. Practice
Fluency is clear speech.
fast and slow. Clap your
Dysfluency is also
hands fast. Now clap
known as stuttering.
your hands slowly.

Categories
A category is a
group of people or
things that are similar
in some way.
©2022 Super Duper® Publications
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26
Name things
you see on a
playground.

15

At night you
are asleep.
During the day
you are _____.

20

Belly Breathing

Sing the
Alphabet
Song!

Put your hand on your tummy.
Feel your tummy move in
and out as you breathe.
Air in, tummy out.
Air out, tummy in.

27

Finish the Sentence

A rabbit and grasshopper
are animals that _____.

28
Name things you
wear in summer.

Finish the Sentence

Find something heavy.
Find something light.

21

Autumn Begins

16

Candy is
sweet, but
lemonade is
_____.

22

Good Eye Contact
Make eye contact
with your parent.
Tell him/her about your
favorite part of the day.

A table, a bed, and a
sofa are all _____.

Check out this product:

Basic Concept
& Vocabulary
Round-up
Item #BK258

23

DIGITAL LIBRARY

24

Check out this product:

Sing Happy
Birthday
to Yourself!

29

Finish the Sentence

17

Fluency Roll 'n
Talk® Game
Item #GB376

30
Name things that
travel on roads.

OCT 1
Check out this product:

Lids 'n
Lizards®
Item #LNL423

Answer Key: August 29) pronouns, 30) bought, 31) growls // September 1) him, 2) swam, 5) garage, 6) pig, 7) gobble, 8) wagon, 9) bag, 12) bigger, 14) awake, 16) sour, 27) hop,
29) furniture

25

14

Finish the Sentence Find Something...

Find something soft.
Find something hard.

19

Reduce Your Rate

Fluency

13

October 2022

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

SUNDAY

2

MONDAY

3

TUESDAY

4

WEDNESDAY

5

Yom Kippur

THURSDAY

6

FRIDAY

7

Repeat After Me: Repeat After Me: Repeat After Me: Repeat After Me: Repeat After Me:
Articulation – SH
SH is often called the
"quiet" sound.

fish

shark

flashlight

the pretty fish

a shark lives

the bright flashlight

her pink shoes

the red radish

Turn on the
bright flashlight.

Her pink shoes are tied.

The red radish
has green leaves.

The pretty fish is spotted. A shark lives in saltwater.

9

Columbus Day

10

11

shoes

12

radish

13

SATURDAY

8

Check out this product:

Tiny Talk®
SH Deck
Item #TT445

14

DIGITAL LIBRARY

15

Check out this product:

Critical Thinking
involves problem
solving, predicting, and
making inferences.

Which One
Doesn’t Belong?

What Happens Next?

pillow, rock, cloud,
marshmallow

16

17
Clap once for each
syllable in the word:

Phonological
Awareness
is the ability to
manipulate or "play"
with sounds in words.

table
computer
book

23
Describing
Describing skills are
necessary in order to
elaborate about specific
things and events.

OCT 30
Regular Past
Tense Verbs
Simply add "d" or "ed"
to the end of the verb.

Michelle had some
crayons and a piece
of paper.

18

Tell the sound you hear
at the beginning of:

can
bat
sock

banana
napkin
pencil

25
Tell me how you
wash your hands.

pillow, blanket, sheets

19

Give a word
that rhymes with:

24
Tell me 3 things
about a pizza.

Finish the Sentence
You write with a pencil.
You cut with _____.

Why Do These Items
Go Together?

Sherri brought
her grandpa her
favorite book.

20
Clap once for each
word in the sentence:

26

21

Tell me about
your favorite toy.

22
Check out this product:

HearBuilder
Software

gum
map
giraffe

27

Webber®
Problem Solving
Photo Lotto
Item #BGO176

Tell the sound you
hear at the end of:

The bear
loves to
eat honey.

Tell me 3 things
about a truck.

What Happens Next?

www.hearbuilder.com

28
Tell me 3 things
about a fire fighter.

29
Check out this product:

Busy Babies
Describing
Cards
Item #FD10

31
Becky will bake a cake.
Yesterday, Becky
_____ a cake.

1
The baby will cry.
Yesterday, the baby
_____.

2
Bill will paint a picture.
Yesterday, Bill
_____ a picture.

3
Scott will plant a tree.
Yesterday, Scott
_____ the tree.

4
Marcy will wash the
dog. Yesterday, Marcy
_____ the dog.

DIGITAL LIBRARY

5

Check out this product:

Regular Past
Tense Verbs
Fun Deck®
Item #FD54
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Answer Key: October 10) rock, 11) she drew a picture, 12) scissors, 13) they go on a bed, 14) he read to her, 17) 2-3-1 claps, 18) man-sat-rock (answers will vary), 19) b-n-p, 20) 6 claps,
21) m-p-f, 31) baked // November 1) cried, 2) painted, 3) planted, 4) washed
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November 2022

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

SUNDAY

MONDAY

Regular Past
Tense Verbs

Becky will bake a cake.
Yesterday, Becky
_____ a cake.

OCT 30

31

TUESDAY

1

The baby will cry.
Yesterday, the baby
_____.

WEDNESDAY

2

Bill will paint a picture.
Yesterday, Bill
_____ a picture.

THURSDAY

3

Scott will plant a tree.
Yesterday, Scott
_____ the tree.

FRIDAY

4

Marcy will wash the
dog. Yesterday, Marcy
_____ the dog.

Simply add "d" or "ed"
to the end of the verb.

SATURDAY

5

Check out this product:

Regular Past
Tense Verbs
Fun Deck®
Item #FD54
DIGITAL LIBRARY

6

Daylight Savings Ends

Articulation – CH
Although "CH" has
two letters, it only
makes one sound.

7

The cheerful butcher sells
Archie’s checkered shirt
This goes great with
pork chops and chips.
matches his hat.
fries and it’s topped with
cheese. When asked if
you’d like one, remember
to say, “Please!”

14

What Does it Mean?
Idioms are a type of
figurative language.

I have a big test
tomorrow, so I am
hitting the books.
What does “hitting
the books” mean?

20

Hoarseness can be a
sign of a voice disorder.

27
WH Questions
The ability to answer
questions is critical
for academic success.

15

What Does it Mean?
That puzzle was a
piece of cake! What
does “piece of cake”
mean?

21
Drink water to
hydrate your voice.
How many times did
you drink water today?

What Does it Mean?

23

Voice Tip

How many times today
did you hear someone
speaking too loudly?

What can you do
instead of talking over
the TV or radio?

29

Answer the Question

Who fixes a leaky pipe?

What can you
eat for breakfast?

It comes after breakfast,
but right before dinner.
If you skip this meal,
you’ll only grow thinner.

Where do
you go to get
your hair cut?

11

Repeat the Sentence
The inchworm chewed
on the cherries.

12
Check out this product:

Say and Do®
Action Artic
Cards
Item #AA55

17

What Does it Mean?

18

Speak softly instead
of whispering.
Tell a parent what you
did during recess today.

Kevin tried to give
his speech, but he had
a frog in his throat.
What does “frog in
his throat” mean?

25

Answer the Question

Name times during
the day when you
don’t have to talk.

When do
you mop
the floor?

DIGITAL LIBRARY

26

HandyHandouts.com

2
Why do you
brush your teeth?

Item #FD144

Handy Handout
#571:
Taking Care of
Your Voice

Rest your voice.

Answer the Question

Animal Idioms
Super Fun Deck®

Check out this product:

Voice Tip

DEC 1

19
Check out this product:

What Does it Mean?

24

Thanksgiving

30

Answer the Question

Veterans Day

DIGITAL LIBRARY

Voice Tip

Don’t talk over
the TV or radio.

Answer the Question

Solve the Riddle

Have you seen Becky’s
Katie and Scott were
garden? She has a green in love, so they tied the
thumb! What does
knot. What does “tied
“green thumb” mean?
the knot” mean?

Speak at a
comfortable volume.

28

10

16

22

Voice Tip

Voice Tip

Voice

9

Repeat the Sentence Solve the Riddle Repeat the Sentence

13
Idioms

8

Election Day

3
Check out this product:

Ring Talkers®
"WH" Inference
Question Cards
Item #WHC99
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Answer Key: October 31) baked // November 1) cried, 2) painted, 3) planted, 4) washed, 8) cheeseburger, 10) lunch, 14) to study, 15) it was easy, 16) a natural talent for growing plants,
17) got married, 18) he lost his voice, 28) a plumber, 30) to a salon/barber shop, December 1) when it is dirty, 2) to keep them clean and healthy; so you don’t get cavities

©2022 Super Duper® Publications
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December 2022

Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

SUNDAY

MONDAY

WH Questions

Answer the Question

Answer the Question

Who fixes a leaky pipe?

What can you
eat for breakfast?

NOV 27

28

The ability to answer
questions is critical
for academic success.

4

TUESDAY

29

WEDNESDAY

30

Answer the Question

6

1

Answer the Question

Where do
you go to get
your hair cut?

5

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

2

Answer the Question

3

Check out this product:

Ring Talkers®
"WH" Inference
Question Cards

Why do you
brush your teeth?

When do
you mop
the floor?

SATURDAY

Item #WHC99

7

8

9

DIGITAL LIBRARY

10

Check out this product:

Categorizing

Name the Category Name Things That Name the Category Name Things You Name the Category
A horse, cow, and
Two, five, and
Water, milk, and
Are Cold.
See At School.
pig are _____.
eight are _____.
juice are _____.

is grouping or
naming things
that are related.

11

Unscramble
the Sentence

Syntax
is the way we order
words in a sentence.
Hanukkah Begins

12

rope. likes Staci jumping

18

13

Unscramble
the Sentence

fun. for Emily sings

19

20

14

Unscramble
the Sentence

digs holes his Spot for
bones.

Winter Begins

15

Unscramble
the Sentence

21

Item #FAS888

16

Unscramble
the Sentence

apple making
Ashley is pies.

Classifying
Photo FishTM

Check out this product:

Sentence Shuffle
Fun Deck®

clothes. beautiful
Tanya sews

22

17

Item #FD153

23

DIGITAL LIBRARY

Christmas Eve

24

Check out this product:

An analogy is a
comparison between
two things.
Christmas Day

25

Phonological
Awareness
Phoneme Blending is
putting sounds together
to make words.
©2022 Super Duper® Publications
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Complete
the Analogy

Complete
the Analogy

Complete
the Analogy

Complete
the Analogy

Complete
the Analogy

Hat is to head as
shoe is to _____.

Puppy is to dog as
calf is to _____.

Sleep is to bed as
sit is to _____.

Scissors are to cut as
pencil is to _____.

Green is to go as
red is to _____.

Kwanzaa Begins
Hanukkah Ends

26

27

28

29

Webber® Photo
Analogies
Item #WFC92

30

Put these sounds together Put these sounds together Put these sounds together Put these sounds together Put these sounds together
to make a word:
to make a word:
to make a word:
to make a word:
to make a word:

k - ey

y - ar - d

d - i - ce

ch - ee - se

s - k - a - te

DIGITAL LIBRARY

New Year's Eve

31

Check out this product:

Webber®
Phonological
Awareness Bingo
Item #BGO175
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Answer Key: November 28) a plumber, 30) to a salon/barber shop // December 1) when it is dirty, 2) to keep them clean and healthy; so you don’t get cavities, 5) animals, 7) numbers, 9) drinks, 12) Staci likes jumping rope,
13) Emily sings for fun, 14) Spot digs holes for his bones, 15) Ashley is making apple pies, 16) Tanya sews beautiful clothes, 19) shoe, 20) cow, 21) chair, 22) write, 23) stop, 26) key, 27) yard, 28) dice, 29) cheese, 30) skate

Analogies

